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28 September 2018

ASSEMBLY OF PARTIES
SEVENTH SESSION
Doc #: AOP7-Res-1

RESOLUTION
ON THE IACA BUDGET 2019

The Assembly of Parties,
Adopts the IACA Budget 2019, as annexed.
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Budget for 2019

IACA’s budget for the year 2019 should be seen as allowing for the further development of the
organization’s capacities in line with its declared mandate and the Strategic Objectives, while not
compromising the integrity of its values and constituency. As IACA’s general budget serves as the
key framework for its finances, it provides for the implementation of the organization’s Work
Programme(s), the maintenance of the organization’s daily operations, the expansion of its
constituency, the establishment of a research platform, the basis for the provision of an increased
number of trainings and other activities of the highest quality, and the attraction of the bestqualified faculty members and staff.
Voluntary contributions by Parties are mentioned as a core element for IACA’s financing under
Article XI.(1).a of the Agreement for the Establishment of IACA as an International Organization.
What is more, in recalling the consensus of the organization’s constituency reflected in Regulation
10 of the Financial Framework of the International Anti-Corruption Academy, “voluntary
contributions shall preferably include contributions to the general budget of the Academy”. Only
with a suitable general budget, which serves as the organization’s main financial resource, can it
continue to build up and carry out its daily operations and implement the Work Programme.
As stipulated in Regulation 4 of the Financial Framework of IACA, adopted by the Provisional
Commission on 21 September 2012 and endorsed by the first session of the Assembly of Parties
on 29 November 2012, as well as unanimously agreed by IACA’s constituency in Resolution AOP1Res-3 of 29 November 2012, Resolution AOP2-Res-2 of 11 December 2013, Resolution AOP3-Res-1
of 20 November 2014, Resolution AOP4-Res-1 of 11 December 2015, and Resolution AOP5-Res-2
of 11 November 2016 “special emphasis should be given to the provision of suitably well-funded
general budget allocation”.
This was echoed, inter alia, by Resolution AOP6-Res-3 of 3 October 2017 of the sixth session of
the Assembly of Parties, “Emphasizes that appropriate financial resources of IACA will enable it to
become self-sustainable in the long-term perspective, and encourages strongly all Parties and
Signatories to the Agreement, donors from the public and private sector, and the international
community to support IACA’s resources in accordance with the relevant policies and guidelines
under the Agreement, on a voluntary basis, taking into account that special emphasis should be
given to the provision of a suitably well-funded general budget allocation, that is based on realistic
estimations and cost efficiencies, allowing IACA to pursue its mission and objectives and to
maintain its integrity and independence, and considering the options on alternative ways of
contributing to the financial resources of IACA proposed in Strategic Objective “plus 1” of the Work
Programme 2017 2020”.
At the present stage of organizational development, the general budget thus forms the core
financial mechanism needed for the realization of the Work Programme, the further advancement
and growth of the Academy, and the overall enhancement of its profile as an international centre
of excellence.
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Budget 2019
OTHER EXPENSES
Business Liability Insurance
Medical Services
Community Relations and Donations

5.202,00 €
1.040,40 €
2.080,80 €
8.323,20 €

RESERVE FUND (8 %)
(according to Reg. 12 Para. 4 of the Financial
Framework)
Reserve Fund

365.414,41 €
365.414,41 €

TOTAL

4.933.094,55 €

Anticipated amount of coverage generated through
IACA's programes, trainings and activities

IACA expects an amount of coverage generated in 2019
(not including staff costs) through its programmes,
trainings, and activities. This amount will be credited to
the general budget.
TOTAL

-823.140,00 €
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